
 

The Winner of this Whisky Basket will enjoy an indulgent experience from 
Hotaling & Co. with these extraordinary 18-yr old varietals complete with gourmet 
snacks and glassware for your sipping pleasure!   
 

anCnoc 18 Year Old 
Arran 18 Year Old 

Old Pulteney 18 Year Old 
Balblair 18 Year Old 

AnCnoc 18 Year Old 

The anCnoc 18 Year Old has matured in Spanish oak ex-sherry casks and American oak ex-
bourbon barrels and has been bottled in its most natural form, neither chill-filtered nor 
coloured.  As a result this dram may develop a light haze with the addition of water or if kept at a 
cold temperature. This haze is a natural characteristic of whisky that is non chill-filtered. 
SRP $209.99 

Arran 18 Year Old 

The Arran 18 year-old scotch whisky is a wonderfully balanced expression of Arran Single Malt 
which displays the tremendous depth of character of our Distillery. 

Caramelised citrus and tropical notes on a background of toasted oak have created an intense, 
well rounded dram with charm and personality. A luxurious mix of our finest aged Sherry Casks, 
this fully mature expression of Arran Single Malt is exceptional.  
SRP $229.99 

Old Pulteney 18 Year Old 

Matured for 18 years, this is indulgent and spicy thanks to the casks selected for maturation. 
Taking its character and color entirely from the casks within which it has been nurtured, this 
is a deeply warming whisky. The indulgence extends through this single malt with chocolate 
and spice defining the character but allowing for the influence of more vibrant zesty flavors. 
SRP $169.99 

Balblair 18 Year Old 

Matured for 18 years, this Balblair expression is perfectly balanced with warming autumnal 
flavors. With its rich toffee and baked pear aroma, a balance of juicy apricots, seasoned oak and 
vanilla custard taste, this is truly a masterclass in traditional distilling and the most patient 
skilled ageing in American and Spanish oak. 
SRP $209.99  


